V.Ships is one of the world’s leading third-party managers of bulk carrier vessels, with vast experience at sea and ashore of geared and gearless bulk carriers. With over 30 years’ experience; we understand that the key challenges are to operate on-budget, avoid accidents, minimise technical off hire, comply with all environmental policies, retain high quality crew and maintain exemplary PSC performances.

**Best in Class Ship Managers**
V.Ships provides a full range of ship management and marine support services to ship owners and operators around the globe. With assets under management including tankers, bulk carriers, and gas carriers, to cruise, offshore, passenger vessels and containerships, V.Ships has access to an international network of over 44,000 seafarers across all sectors. These are supported by an onshore team of over 3,000 colleagues in over 30 countries and 60 offices around the world.

Safety is our number one priority. The wellbeing of your seafarers on board and the security of your maritime assets will be at the heart of everything we do. By partnering with us, you will benefit from our excellent track record of managing seafarers over the past 30 years on behalf of hundreds of clients.

**Why collaborate with us?**
V.Ships has been providing Ship Management and Crewing Services to bulk carrier vessels for over 30 years. We will manage your risks and maximise your returns.

- **Safety and the preservation of the marine environment is our priority.** V.Ships is involved in numerous industry initiatives including the Partners in Maritime project.
- **World Class Ship Management services.** Unrivalled scale, depth and breadth of knowledge and expertise, together with a support network for all bulk carriers’ operations.
- **Operational Excellence facilitating Safe Operations.** Group LTIF average below 0.3 – reduced by 35% in 2019. TRCF Group average of 1, with a 33% reduction in TRCF cases in 2019 due to ongoing safety programme.
- **Admirable RightShip Performance for managed bulk carriers.** 74% of all managed fleet with RightShip rating of 4 Star and above.
- **Largest volume aggregator in the industry.** Our global buying power helps to obtain excellent value for goods and services
- **Well established Management of Change process.** Proven track record of successful transfers without incurring commercial disruption to vessels.
- **Established hubs for Bulk Carrier Management.** With a network of 8 Bulk Carrier Management hubs, we have an established structure to support your vessel operations worldwide.